
TCX620HD Heavy-Duty Tire Changer
Compact-Design Optimized for Over-the-Road Truck Tires and Rims



3  Reposition the pliers and roll the second 
bead onto the rim.

The Hunter TCX620HD tire changer combines an efficient electro-hydraulic 
power system with a unique mount/demount roller mechanism to provide  
a high performance, compact design machine for servicing heavy-duty,  
over-the-road truck wheel assemblies.

TCX620HD heavy-duty tire changer

Easy mounting...

3  Position the wheel pliers and roll the first bead  
onto the rim... 



All power operations are controlled from a single control box. 
The control box arm pivots allowing the technician to move 
about the tire changer as needed during service procedures.

Twin rollers quickly and easily break beads, 
demount and mount tires without damage to 
the tire or rim. There is no need to change 
out tools during wheel service, except when 
conducting special service operations.

The hydraulic-powered carriage shuttles the wheel sideways 
and positions it on the spindle. This eliminates manual lifting 
and positioning of the wheel assembly, helping to prevent 
operator fatigue and potential for injury.

The spindle head raises 
and lowers using simple 
controls to lift the wheel 
and accommodate 
varying wheel sizes.



All power operations are controlled from a single control box. 
The control box arm pivots allowing the technician to move 
about the tire changer as needed during service procedures.

3  Simply slide the carriage and spin the tire, rolling both beads off of 
the rim. It’s that easy.

3 Clamp the wheel... 3  Quickly loosen the beads using 
the special rollers and lube... 

3 Quickly loosen the beads using 

3 Simply slide the carriage and spin the tire, rolling both beads off of Simply slide the carriage and spin the tire, rolling both beads off of 

3  Roll the wheel onto the carriage 
and move the carriage inward...

Standard accessories will 
service tubed and super- 
single wheels. Accessories 
are available to handle more 
difficult-to-service wheel 
assemblies. Integral storage 
ensures accessibility and 
ease of use.

... and demounting



Use the standard hook attachment to mount and demount tubed 
or super-single tires, or other more difficult assemblies.

When combined with the new GSP9600HD Heavy-Duty Wheel 
Balancer (right), the TCX620HD provides match-mounting 
capability for achieving the smoothest possible ride.

When combined with the new GSP9600HD Heavy-Duty Wheel 

Optional HammerHead®, printer and shelf shown here.

Provides fast service of difficult wheel assemblies

... makes match-mounting easy!

Popular equipment upgrades
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Because of continuing technological advancements, 
specifications, models and options are subject to 
change without notice.

Max. rim diameter: 14.5 - 24.5 in. 
  (368 - 622 mm)
Wheel assembly –
 Max. diameter: 55 in. (1397 mm) 
 Max. width: 27 in. (686 mm) 
 Max. weight 2,645 lb. (1200 kg)
Operating voltages available:  220V 1 Phase, 16A
Rotation speed: 7 rpm CW & CCW
Torque: 1,250 ft-lbs.
Shipping weight: 1,032 lbs. (468 kg)

Ordering Information:
TCX621HD  – 220V (Nominal), 1 Phase

The TCX620HD is designed to service truck-type tires 
with angled bead seats. Passenger car and light-truck 
tires cannot be serviced on this changer even if they are in 
the listed clamping range. 
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Quick Clamp Wing Nut Bead-Breaking Disk

Optional wing nut speeds 
clamping operation.
(RP11-9443938)

Optional bead-breaker disk is 
ideal for challenging wheel/tire 
combinations. (RP11-2016908)

Hunter offers a large 
selection of accessories to 
customize your tire changer 
for your service needs.

See Form 4042-T for 
more information.

Max. 74 in. (1880 mm)

Max. 73.25 in. (1860 mm)

Min. 37.75 in. (959 mm)
Max. 49.63 in. (1261 mm)

28 in. (710 mm)

Be sure to check out other 
Hunter literature for more 

quality products from 
Hunter Engineering.


